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Introduction to the special issue of
selected articles from SOFTVIS’2010

Alexandru C. Telea1, Carsten Görg2 and Steven Reiss3

In this special issue of the Information Visualization jour-

nal, we are proud to present a selection of the recent

state-of-the-art research that is going on in the field of

Software Visualization. This special issue is dedicated to

ACM SOFTVIS 2010, the 5th ACM Symposium on

Software Visualization. SOFTVIS’2010 took place on

25–26 October 2010 in Salt Lake City, UT, USA. For

the first time in its history, SOFTVIS was colocated

with VisWeek, which is the premier forum for visualiza-

tion advances for academia, government, and industry.

VisWeek traditionally combines three main conferences:

IEEE Visualization, IEEE Information Visualization

(InfoVis), and IEEE Visual Analytics Science and

Technology (VAST). The addition of SOFTVIS to the

2010 edition of VisWeek has represented a major oppor-

tunity for the data and information visualization to be

exposed to the use cases, challenges, and solutions

developed in the software visualization community, on

the one hand, and for the software visualization com-

munity to get a closer look at the latest advances in

information visualization techniques and tools, on the

other hand.

During SOFTVIS’2010, 20 full articles were pre-

sented, as well as 9 posters and 3 tool demonstrations.

Several notable observations can be made on the pre-

sented research. First, a large majority of the presented

articles focused on visual and computational scalability

as a central research challenge, as modern software

systems become increasingly large and complex.

Second, we saw increased effort put into user evalua-

tions and case studies involving software visualization

techniques and tools, a steadily rising trend already

visible for a few years in the software visualization

community. Finally, we noted an increasing interest in

using and extending recent information visualization

techniques such as space-filling methods and image-

based rendering methods, which indicate that the gap

between the information visualization and software

visualization communities is getting narrower.

For this special issue, we have selected five of the

articles presented at SOFTVIS’2010 and invited their

authors to submit extended versions. The selected arti-

cles reflect well the wide spectrum of techniques used

in software visualization, the broad set of use cases for

software visualization, the high concern for validation

and user studies, and the highly applied nature of this

discipline. Murphy-Hill and Black, recipients of an

ACM SIGSOFT Distinguished Paper Award, present

a novel visualization that combines source code text

with code smell metrics and describe in extensive

detail the experimental path for refinement and valida-

tion of hypotheses related to the effectiveness of their

proposed visualization. Frisch and Dachselt, also reci-

pients of an ACM SIGSOFT Distinguished Paper

Award, address the visual scalability of displaying large

class diagrams using a set of focus and context tech-

niques and present a detailed evaluation setup for their

method. Aftandilian et al. present Heapvis, a system

that combines focus and context and automatic aggre-

gation techniques to interactively visualize heap traces

represented as graphs for program understanding and

debugging. Beck and Diehl also use space-filling lay-

outs, but for the different task of comparing several
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instances of a software architecture, with a practical

application for the analysis of software clustering.

Steinbrücker and Lewerentz address the task of under-

standing the evolution of large-scale (millions of lines

of code) software systems using a 2.5-dimensional

visual layout and an image-based rendering approach

that extends the well-known software city metaphor.
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